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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we exploit a large suite of ENZO cosmological magneto-hydrodynamical simula-
tions adopting uniform mesh resolution, to investigate the properties of cosmic filaments under
different baryonic physics and magnetogenesis scenarios. We exploit a isovolume based algo-
rithm to identify filaments and determine their attributes from the continuous distribution of
gas mass density in the simulated volumes. The global (e.g. mass, size, mean temperature and
magnetic field strength, enclosed baryon fraction) and internal (e.g. density, temperature, ve-
locity and magnetic field profiles) properties of filaments in our volume are calculated across
almost four orders of magnitude in mass. The inclusion of variations in non-gravitational
physical processes (radiative cooling, star formation, feedback from star forming regions and
active galactic nuclei) as well as in the seeding scenarios for magnetic fields (early magnetisa-
tion by primordial process vs later seeding by galaxies) allows us to study both the large-scale
thermodynamics and the magnetic properties of the Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM)
with an unprecedented detail. We show how the impact of non-gravitational physics on the
global thermodynamical properties of filaments is modest, with the exception of the densest
gas environment surrounding galaxies in filaments. Conversely, the magnetic properties of
the WHIM in filament are found to dramatically vary as different seeding scenarios are con-
sidered. We study the correlation between the properties of galaxy-sized halos and their host
filaments, as well as between the halos and the local WHIM in which they lie. Significant
general statistical trends are reported.
Key words: galaxy: clusters, general – methods: numerical – intergalactic medium – large-
scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy surveys and numerical simulations show that the large scale
structure of the Universe is organised in form of filaments, halos
and voids. Numerical simulations predict also that a large fraction
of the baryonic matter (around 50%) resides in the form of plasma
in such cosmic web, at densities ∼10-100 times the average cos-
mic value and 105-107 K temperatures, forming the Warm-Hot In-
tergalactic Medium (WHIM, see e.g. Bond et al. 1996; Dave´ et al.
2001). Direct observations of the cosmic web are challenging, due
to its extremely low mass density. The cooler phases of the inter-
galactic gas (∼ 104K) contain a small fraction of neutral hydrogen,
producing the characteristic Ly-α absorption. Indications of possi-
ble detection of filamentary structures emerged from the analysis of
soft Xray (e.g. Finoguenov et al. 2003; Werner et al. 2008; Nicastro
et al. 2010; Nicastro 2016), or of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (e.g.
? E-mail: franco.vazza2@unibo.it
Planck Collaboration et al. 2013; Tanimura et al. 2017; de Graaff
et al. 2017).
The first X-ray imaging of the terminal part of four filaments
connected to the virial radius of cluster A2744 has been reported
by Eckert et al. (2015) using XMM-Newton. By using the Sardinia
Radio Telescope (SRT), Vacca et al. (2018) reported the possible
detection of large-scale diffuse emission around a giant filaments
connecting clusters. However, the emission could be associated to
the outer regions of clusters rather than to the WHIM in filaments.
Finally, the possible detection of a Faraday Rotation excess pro-
duced by filaments overlapping the polarised emission of a giant
radio galaxy at z = 0.34 has been proposed by O’Sullivan et al.
(2018), based on LOFAR observations. Statistical techniques via
cross-correlation analysis have also attempted to detect the signa-
ture from cosmic filaments emitting in radio, but reported only up-
per limits (e.g. Vernstrom et al. 2017; Brown et al. 2017). Com-
plementary to this, statistical studies of the Faraday Rotation mea-
surement from background sources were used to limit the magneti-
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sation of the cosmic web intervening onto high redshift polarised
sources (Blasi et al. 1999; Xu & Han 2015; Oppermann et al. 2015;
Pshirkov et al. 2016).
In the radio domain, the interest in detecting filaments is
rapidly growing, triggered by the fast development of precursors
and pathfinders of the Square Kilometer Array (SKA), which will
have the potential of scratching the surface of the magnetic cosmic
web (e.g. Brown 2011; Vazza et al. 2015a). Current radio obser-
vatories like LOFAR, ASKAP, MWA and MeerKAT may already
lead to early detection in a non-negligible number of targets (Vazza
et al. 2015b), and sophisticated techniques for the automated detec-
tion of very faint and diffuse emission on ∼ degree scales in such
surveys are already available (e.g. Gheller et al. 2018).
Filaments represent an ideal environment to investigate the
past epochs that led to present cosmic structures. In fact, their dy-
namics is less violent and complex than that of galaxy clusters or
of galaxies, with adiabatic physics (besides gravity) dominating the
gas dynamics, but with other physical processes influencing the be-
haviour and the properties of the gas component. Among these pro-
cesses, energy injection from supernova explosion or AGN jet heat-
ing have already proved to be crucial to explain observed features
of dense environments (e.g. preventing runaway cooling in dense
galaxy clusters cores, or regulating the star formation efficiency
(see Borgani et al. (2008); Martizzi et al. (2018) and references
therein). In filaments, thanks to their more gentle evolution, the in-
terplay of the different physical processes can be better understood
and their effects on observable signatures effectively disentangled.
Furthermore, filamentary structures are expected to preserve many
traces of the original environment in which the process of gravi-
tational clustering started. This is particularly relevant when mag-
netic fields come into play. Although all the cosmological struc-
tures are expected to be substantially magnetised, the origin and the
evolution of such magnetic fields is currently unsettled. Filaments
should retain memory of the initial magnetic seed fields since they
should not host strong dynamo amplification (e.g. Ryu et al. 2008;
Donnert et al. 2009; Vazza et al. 2014a). Furthermore, although
astrophysical processes can contribute to the evolution of such pri-
mordial seeds, in close connection with the dynamical history of
the cosmic structures, their signatures should remain confined to
the highest density regions, influencing only partially the overall
filaments’ volume.
When first accreted onto filaments, the cosmic gas is shock
heated by strong shocks, M ∼ 10 − 100 (e.g. Ryu et al. 2003;
Pfrommer et al. 2006). Downstream of these shocks, supersonic
turbulence is injected (e.g. Kang et al. 2007; Ryu et al. 2008; Wit-
tor et al. 2017b). When such turbulence gets dissipated, a tiny frac-
tion of the resulting energy is expected to feed the amplification
of magnetic fields (Ryu et al. 2008; Federrath et al. 2011; Jones
et al. 2011; Schleicher et al. 2013; Porter et al. 2015). Most of cos-
mological MHD simulations targeting filaments have found little
presence of volume-filling dynamo amplification of seed fields in
filaments (Bru¨ggen et al. 2005; Vazza et al. 2014a; Marinacci et al.
2015; Vazza et al. 2017), which is well explained by the little time
available for amplification in such environment, magnetic eddies
being rapidly advected onto the surrounding cluster environment
before being significantly amplified (e.g. Vazza et al. 2014a).
In this scenario, most of filaments’ volume must be filled
with magnetic fields whose evolution mostly come from com-
pression/rarefaction of primordial magnetic field lines, following
B ≈ B0 ·(ne/〈n〉)αB , whereB0 is the seed field, 〈n〉 is the cosmic
mean (gas) density and αB ≈ 2/3 for isotropic gas compression.
If this picture is qualitatively correct, then from the observation of
the present day magnetic field level of filaments, it would be pos-
sible to infer the amplitude of primordial magnetic fields to a good
approximation.
In a different model, the predominant mechanism for the ori-
gin of cosmic magnetic fields is the magnetic pollution by active
galactic nuclei and galactic activities (e.g. Donnert et al. 2009).
Relatively low magnetisation is expected in the vast majority of
filaments, due to a combination of the adiabatic decrease of the
field, and of the scarcity of magnetic field sources there (e.g. Xu
et al. 2009; Marinacci et al. 2015; Vazza et al. 2017). Furthermore,
magnetic fields would be originated following the distribution of
galaxies and AGN, filling in an intermittent and discontinuous way
the filament’s volume. This would make their characterisation even
more challenging.
Assessing the magnetisation level of filaments is of great
interest also for other studies, from the origin and composition of
ultra high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) propagating across the
Universe (e.g. Sigl et al. 2003; Dolag et al. 2003; Hackstein et al.
2016, 2018) to the study of rotation measure for cosmological
sources, like quasars and Fast Radio Bursts (e.g. Akahori et al.
2016; Vazza et al. 2018a). For example, it has been recently argued
that the excess of ∼ 6 · 1019eV events reported by the Telescope
Array may be due to the trapping of UHECRs by filaments local to
the Virgo cluster (Kim et al. 2019).
In this work, we address several of the above topics by study-
ing in detail the thermal and non-thermal (magnetic) properties
of the gas within cosmic filaments my means of cosmological
magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) simulations. Different physical
models have been considered, selecting a number of simulations
from the recent Chronos++ suite (Vazza et al. 2017), a collection of
runs aimed at exploring a number of scenarios for the emergence
of large-scale magnetic fields, including different physical and as-
trophysical processes, encompassing primordial, dynamo and as-
trophysical magnetogenesis scenarios.
Filaments are identified within the simulated datasets using
the methodology already adopted in Gheller et al. (2015) and
Gheller et al. (2016). Such methodology is based on the calcula-
tion of baryonic matter density isovolumes to identify filamentary
structures. In this, it is different from other approaches used for N-
body simulations, that can be broadly grouped in geometric and tes-
sellation methods, based on the topological analysis of the density
field by means of sophisticated mathematical approaches (e.g. Sto-
ica et al. (2005); Sousbie et al. (2008); Aragon-Calvo et al. (2010);
Gonza´lez & Padilla (2010); Chen et al. (2015)) and morphological
methods, that classify the 3D distribution of matter based on the
density Hessian and/or the tidal or velocity shear fields (e.g. Hahn
et al. (2007); Arago´n-Calvo et al. (2007); Cautun et al. (2014)). Ex-
ploiting the same methodology, it was also possible to extract both
the galaxy halos, in order to correlate their properties with those
of the hosting filaments, and the local environment where halos re-
side, in order to investigate its characteristics compared to those of
the resident halos. In particular, the cosmological missing baryons
problem is addressed, by analysing the baryon fraction of the halos,
of the local environments and of the overall filament.
The details of the simulations, the code used for the runs, the
models selected from the Chronos++ suite are presented in Sec-
tion 2, together with a summary of the adopted filament extraction
methodology. Section 3 is dedicated to the discussion of the sta-
tistical and internal properties of the filaments extracted from the
different runs, while Section 4 focus on the statistical properties of
the halos and their correlations with the hosting filament and lo-
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Figure 1. Projected gas density (top), gas temperature (centre) and magnetic field (bottom) for a 103 Mpc3 cubic selection of the simulated volume at z=0;
the first column shows the Baseline primordial model, the second the sub-grid dynamo (DYN5) model and the third column the astrophysical model including
cooling and energy feedback from star formation and supermassive black holes (CSFBH3 model).
cal environment. In Section 5 we discuss the various results, while
Section 6 draws the conclusions.
2 THE NUMERICAL APPROACH
The simulations presented in this paper have been performed with
the cosmological Eulerian code ENZO (Bryan et al. 2014), with a
fixed mesh resolution. The code has been customised by our group
mainly with the purpose of including different mechanisms for the
seeding of magnetic fields in cosmology, as explained in detail in
Vazza et al. (2017).
The magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) solver adopted in our
simulations implements the conservative Dedner formulation (Ded-
ner et al. 2002), which uses hyperbolic divergence cleaning to en-
force the ∇ · ~B = 0 condition. The Dedner cleaning method has
been already tested by several works in the literature, showing that
despite the relatively large rate of dissipation introduced by its
“cleaning waves”, it always converges to the correct solution as
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Main parameters of the runs in the Chronos++ suite used in the present work. From left to right, columns defines: the presence of radiative cooling
or star forming particles, the critical gas number density n∗ to trigger star formation in the Kravtsov (2003) model, the time-scale for star formation t∗, the
thermal feedback efficiency and the magnetic feedback efficiency (SF and SF,b) from star forming regions; the efficiency of Bondi accretion αBondi in the
Kim et al. (2011) model for SMBH; the thermal feedback efficiency and the magnetic feedback efficiency (BH and BH,b) from SMBH; the intensity of the
initial magnetic field, B0; the presence of sub-grid dynamo amplification at run time; the ID of the run and some additional descriptive notes. All simulations
evolved a 853Mpc3 volume using 10243 cells and dark matter particles, starting at redshift z = 38. The name convention of all runs is consistent with Vazza
et al. (2017).
cooling star form. n∗ t∗ SF SF,b αBondi BH BH,b B0 dynamo ID description
[1/cm3] [Gyr] [G]
n n - - - - - - - 10−9 no P(Baseline) primordial,unifor,
n n - - - - - - - 10−9 no Z2 primordial, tangled
n n - - - - - - - 10−18 10 · dyn(M) DYN5 low primordial, efficient dynamo
n n - - - - - - - 10−18 dyn = 0.04 DYN7 low primordial, inefficient dynamo
n n - - - - - - - 10−11 dyn(M) DYN8 high primordial, dynamo
y y 0.001 1.5 10−9 0.01 - - - 10−18 - CSF2 star formation, weak feedback
y y 0.001 1.5 10−8 0.01 - - - 10−11 - CSFB11 star formation, high primordial field
y y 0.0002 1.0 10−6 0.1 - - - 10−18 - CSF5 star formation, strong feedback
y y 0.0001 1.5 10−8 0.01 103 fix. 0.05 0.01 10−18 - CSFBH2 star formation, BH, constant ( 0.01M
yr
)
y y 0.001 1.0 10−7 0.1 103 0.05 0.1 10−18 - CSFBH3 star formation, BH, variable accr. rate
y y 0.0002 1.0 10−7 0.1 102 0.05 0.1 10−18 - CSFBH5 star formation, BH, strong feedback
resolution is increased, at variance with other possible “divergence
cleaning” methods (Stasyszyn et al. 2013; Hopkins & Raives 2016;
Tricco et al. 2016). We refer the reader to more recent reviews for a
broader discussion of the resolution and accuracy of different MHD
schemes in properly resolving the dynamo in cosmological simula-
tions (Donnert et al. 2018).
The MHD solver adopts the Piecewise Linear Method re-
construction technique; fluxes at cell interfaces are calculated us-
ing the Harten-Lax-Van Leer (HLL) approximate Riemann solver.
Time integration is performed using the total variation diminish-
ing (TVD) second-order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme (Shu & Osher
1988). We used the GPU-accelerated MHD version of ENZO by
Wang et al. (2010), which overall ensures a ∼ ×4 speedup com-
pared to the more strandard CPU version of the code when applied
to the large, 10243 uniform grids used here. Constant spatial reso-
lution has the advantage of providing the best resolved description
of magnetic fields even in low-density regions, which would typi-
cally not be refined by AMR schemes.
A known limitation in our numerical model is the diffusiv-
ity of the HLL scheme combined with the Dedner cleaning, which
reduce the actual dynamical range. Compared to other MHD meth-
ods such as as the Constrained Transport, the Dedner scheme is
more affected by small-scale dissipation of magnetic fields, due to
the ∇ · ~B cleaning waves it generates to keep the numerical diver-
gence under control. Nevertheless, several works in the literature
have shown that the method is robust and accurate for most tests
in MHD, also including magnetic turbulence in idealised setups
(e.g. Wang & Abel 2009; Wang et al. 2010; Kritsuk et al. 2011;
Bryan et al. 2014). Various astrophysical applications showed that
this method converges to the right solution in control tests, unlike
other common cleaning or∇ · ~B preserving techniques (Stasyszyn
et al. 2013; Hopkins & Raives 2016; Tricco et al. 2016). More-
over, resolution tests presented by our group in Vazza et al. (2014a)
and Vazza et al. (2018b) have convincingly showed how at suffi-
ciently high resolution, the scheme can properly model small-scale
dynamo in a large Reynolds number regime. Given the fairly lim-
ited spatial resolution of our the simulations here (83.3 kpc/cell),
the negligible impact of the small-scale dynamo here may be ex-
acerbated by the limited resolution. Based on a dedicated suite
of higher resolution simulations, in Vazza et al. (2014a) we con-
cluded that the development of the small-scale dynamo in filaments
is hampered by little dynamical time available for amplification in
this fast moving flow, hence the lack of dynamo amplification here
looks physically motivated. However, the simplistic hydro-MHD
view cannot exclude that in real plasmas ”microscopic” small-scale
instabilities arising from kinetic plasma effects (e.g. Mogavero &
Schekochihin 2014, for a review) can further promote a small-scale
dynamo starting from sub-kpc scales. For this reason, a subset of
our models (“subgrid dynamo models”, see below) has been ex-
plicitly designed to bracket the maximal amount of magnetic field
amplification that would be possible in our filaments, which is ba-
sically set by the available kinetic energy.
Our study uses the suite of cosmological MHD simulations at
a fixed mesh resolution, known as the “Chronos++ suite” 1. It en-
compasses a large number of models which explore various plausi-
ble scenarios for the evolution of large-scale magnetic fields, with
the goal of bracketing the distribution of magnetic fields outside
of virialized halos. In this work we focus on one ”baseline” non-
radiative simulation with a simple primordial seeding of magnetic
fields, and we contrast it with 10 additional resimulations out of
the full suite of 24 models presented in Vazza et al. (2017), which
overall give a good match to the observed cosmic average star for-
mation rate as well as to observed galaxy cluster scaling relations,
as discussed there.
The Chronos++ suite includes three basic classes of models:
primordial, dynamo and astrophysical magnetogenesis scenarios
(or a mix of the them). In detail:
• primordial models: we assumed the existence of weak and
volume-filling magnetic fields at the beginning of the simulation.
These are the only seed of magnetisation in our simulated universe.
We set either a spatially uniform seed field value for every com-
ponent of the initial magnetic field B0 (Baseline model in Table
1), or a primordial field with orientation orthogonal to the initial
3-dimensional velocity field from the “Zeldovich approximation”,
used by the standard cosmological initial condition generators (Z2
1 http://cosmosimfrazza.myfreesites.net/the magnetic cosmic web
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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model in Table 1) which ensures a ∇ · ~B = 0 field, being the
Zeldovich approximation irrotational by construction. We ensured
by construction that (〈B2〉)1/2 = B0, which allows us to closely
compare the above two models. We consider here B0 = 1 nG (co-
moving) at zin = 38, consistent with the most recent upper limits
derived from the analysis of the Cosmic Microwave Background by
Ade et al. (2015), of order B0 6 5 nG for fields with a coherence
scale of ∼ Mpc, although even lower limits have been suggested
(e.g. Trivedi et al. 2014).
• dynamo models: we estimated at run-time via sub-grid mod-
elling the small-scale dynamo amplification of seed field of pri-
mordial origin (B0 = 10−9nG in runs DYN5 2 and DYN7 or
B0 = 0.01 nG in run DYN8). The dissipation of solenoidal tur-
bulence is estimated following Federrath et al. (2014), by extrap-
olating the information resolved at our fixed 83.3 kpc cell resolu-
tion on smaller scales. These models attempt to bracket the possible
residual amount of dynamo amplification which can be attained, on
energy grounds, in our cosmic structures, but may be lost because
of a lack of resolution and/or for the onset of small-scale plasma in-
stabilities that cannot be captured from first principles in our simple
hydro-MHD model. In this work we consider models which give a
reasonable match to the magnetic field strength in galaxy clusters.
More details on this procedure can be found in Vazza et al. (2017),
as well as in Appendix B.
• astrophysical models: magnetic fields are seeded by a) stellar
activity and/or b) feedback by supermassive black holes (SMBH),
simulated at run time using prescriptions available in ENZO (e.g.
Kravtsov 2003; Kim et al. 2011; Bryan et al. 2014), with tuneable
star formation efficiency, timescales and feedback parameters. Our
assumed accretion model for SMBH follows from the spherical
Bondi-Hoyle formula, without taking into account the Eddington
accretion limit (run CSFBH3 and CSFBH5) or assuming a fixed
0.01 M/yr accretion rate (CSFBH2) which are all options avail-
able in the ENZO public version, that we have tuned to produce
realistic accretion and feedback results at the spatial and mass res-
olution covered here. In all cases we consider a ”boost” factor to
the mass growth rate of SMBH (αBondi = 100 in CSFBH5 or
= 1000 otherwise), again to account for the effect of coarse reso-
lution in properly resolving the mass accretion rate onto our sim-
ulated SMBH particles. We have extended ENZO coupling thermal
feedback to the direct injection of additional magnetic energy via
bipolar jets, with an efficiency with respect to the feedback energy
computed at run-time, SF,b and BH,b for the stellar and super-
massive black hole feedback, respectively. For the subset of runs
analysed in this work we used SF,b = 10% and BH,b = 1÷10%
for the magnetic feedback, while the different values for the feed-
back efficiency (referred to the SF,BH = M˙c2 energy accreted by
star forming or black hole particles) are listed in Table 1. Further
details can be found in Vazza et al. (2017). The initial seed field
in all the runs in set to B0 = 10−9 nG, with the exception of
run CSFB11 which started from B0 = 0.01 nG. A more detailed
overview of the above methods is given in Appendix A. Clearly, the
fixed spatial resolution of our runs is in principle too coarse to prop-
2 We notice thatB0 = 10−9nG is lower than the> 10−7−10−6 nG up-
per limits derived from the non-detection of the Inverse Compton Cascade
around high-z blazar sources (e.g. Neronov & Vovk 2010; Arlen et al. 2014;
Caprini & Gabici 2015) (see however Broderick et al. 2012 for a different
interpretation of these results). However, the dynamical role of such tiny
magnetic fields is negligible anyway in our runs, and our arbitrary choice is
just meant to allow us clearly locating the magnetisation bubbles associated
with astrophysical sources in our simulated volume.
erly model galaxy formation processes with sufficient detail (even
massive galaxies are resolved within a few cells at most). However,
in Vazza et al. (2017) we showed how our star-formation recipes
(based on Kravtsov 2003) are specifically calibrated to properly re-
produce the cosmic star formation history in the volume (see Ap-
pendix of Vazza et al. 2017). Moreover, the combination of cool-
ing and stellar/AGN feedback has been tuned so that the scaling
relations of galaxy clusters and groups are well reproduced (see
Appendix of Vazza et al. 2017). In Vazza et al. (2013a) and Vazza
et al. (2016) we showed that these models can also fairly describe
the innermost density, temperature and entropy profiles of galaxy
clusters when going to a higher resolution. In summary, our pre-
vious works suggest that the feedback recipes implemented in our
simulations can effectively mimic the large-scale effect and ener-
getic of galaxy formation recipes at a higher resolution, hence they
can be effectively used to model the large-scale effects on thermal
and magnetic feedback on the surrounding distribution of filaments.
All the runs adopted the ΛCDM cosmology, with density pa-
rameters ΩBM = 0.0478 (BM representing the Baryonic Matter),
ΩDM = 0.2602 (DM being the Dark Matter), ΩΛ = 0.692 (Λ, be-
ing the cosmological constant) and a Hubble constant H0 = 67.8
km/sec/Mpc (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). The initial redshift
is z = 38, the spatial resolution is 83.3 kpc/cell (comoving) and
the constant mass resolution of mDM = 6.19 · 107M for dark
matter particles.
2.1 Filaments Identification
Filaments are identified in the data produced by the different sim-
ulations according to the procedure presented in Gheller et al.
(2015), based on the VisIt data visualisation and analysis frame-
work (Childs et al. 2011). Here we summarise the main steps of
such procedure.
The mass density of the baryonic component is used in order
to separate over- from under-dense regions. The Isovolume-based
approach, described in Meredith (2004), has been adopted in or-
der to accurately trace the boundaries between the warm/hot phase
which characterises collapsed cosmological structures and the cold
under-dense phase typical of voids. Isovolumes are then segmented
into distinct objects applying a Connected Components filter. Iden-
tified overdense isovolumes undergo a further cleaning procedure
in order to eliminate objects that either cannot be classified as fil-
aments or that can be affected by large numerical errors, due, in
particular to the limited spatial resolution. The main steps of the
identification procedure are:
(i) Identification and removal of large clumps. Galaxy clusters
are identified using the Isovolume algorithm out of the highest
peaks of the matter distribution. They are discarded by removing
from the data all cells identified as part of the cluster.
(ii) Filament identification. The Isovolume algorithm is used
once more on the residual cells to identify the volumes with:
δBM =
%BM
%0
> afil, (1)
where δBM is the baryonic matter (BM) over-density, %BM is the
cell’s baryonic mass density, afil is a proper threshold, whose value
has been set to 1 after extensive experimentation (Gheller et al.
2015), and %0 is the critical density. The Connected Components
algorithm is then used to combine cells belonging to distinct (i.e.
non intersecting) filaments, assigning to each filament an Id (an in-
teger number) and tagging each cell belonging to a filament with
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Projected (mass-weighted) magnetic field strength across the entire 853 Mpc3 volume at z = 0 for 11 of ours models (see labels).
that Id. The same identification criterion, but using the total (bary-
onic matter + dark matter) density, is used to extract the galactic
halos (see Section 4).
(iii) Shape selection. We use the following two-stage cleaning
procedure to remove possible round-shaped, isolated structures that
could be still present in the identified objects. First, we retain only
elongated objects, with:
MAX(rxy, rxz, ryz) > α, (2)
where rab is the ratio between axes a and b of the bounding box and
α was set to 2. Second, among the remaining objects, we accept as
filaments all those whose volume is smaller than a given fraction of
the corresponding bounding box volume.
The resulting methodology depends on six parameters whose
influence and optimal setting are extensively discussed in (Gheller
et al. 2015).
The whole procedure is implemented within the VisIt frame-
work, which provides all the required numerical methods and sup-
ports big data processing through a combination of optimised algo-
rithms, the exploitation of high-performance computing architec-
tures, in particular through parallel processing, and the support of
client-server capabilities.
3 PROPERTIES OF THE FILAMENTS
In Figure 1 we give the visual impression of the 3-dimensional
distribution of gas density, temperature and magnetic field mag-
nitude in a 103 Mpc3 sub-volume for three reference runs in our
sample: the baseline non-radiative primordial run, the sub-grid dy-
namo model (DYN5) and the cooling+feedback run with astrophys-
ical seeding of magnetic fields (CSFBH3). The overall morphol-
ogy of thermal gas properties on > Mpc scales is very similar in
all runs, even if the gas distribution in the radiative run is signifi-
cantly clumpier. As generally found also in the outskirts of galaxy
clusters (e.g. Nagai & Lau 2011; Vazza et al. 2013b), also in this
Table 2. Number of filaments identified in the different simulation at all
masses (column 2) and with MBM > 5 · 1012M (column 3).
ID Nfil Nfil,12
P(Baseline) 740 169
Z2 689 174
DYN5 876 176
DYN7 851 173
DYN8 927 176
CSF2 862 174
CSFB11 891 172
CSF5 822 155
CSFBH3 862 175
CSFBH5 834 162
CSFBH2 819 155
case the combination of radiative cooling and feedback heating en-
hances the level of gas clumpiness ((〈ρ2〉)0.5/〈ρ〉), at least suffi-
ciently away from the active sources of feedback. The gas density
in galaxy groups in the field is generally smoother in the radiative
run while their core is hotter, as an effect of ongoing thermal feed-
back from the SMBH active in it. On the other hand, the distribu-
tion of magnetic fields in the volume is dramatically different at all
scales, becoming progressively less diffuse and more concentrated
onto halos going from the primordial scenario to the dynamo to
the astrophysical one. While in the first case filaments have a floor
magnetisation of ∼ 1 − 10 nG resulting from the compression of
the primordial magnetic field lines, in the dynamo case they get
significantly magnetised only where the flow is turbulent enough to
boost a dynamo, which happens only in the proximity of substruc-
tures within filaments. Finally, in the astrophysical scenario the ac-
tivity of star-formation and SMBH feedback could only magnetise
”bubbles” around halos, leaving most of the filaments volume un-
magnetized (down to the ∼ 10−18 G floor value assumed here).
The variety of possible distributions of magnetic fields across 8 dif-
ferent simulations is shown in Figure 2. In galaxy clusters, most of
the models generate magnetic field whose magnitude is of the or-
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Table 3. Best-fit parameters of the mass-length relation, log10(L) =
α + β log10(MBM), for our samples of simulated filaments. The fit is
calculated considering only filaments with MBM > 5 · 1012M.
run Mass-Length
ID α β
P(Baseline) -5.657± 0.703 0.521± 0.054
Z2 -5.671± 0.720 0.521± 0.055
DYN5 -5.145± 0.701 0.485± 0.054
DYN7 -5.250± 0.711 0.492± 0.054
DYN8 -6.070± 0.689 0.559± 0.053
CSF2 -4.786± 0.669 0.459± 0.051
CSFB11 -4.887± 0.642 0.467± 0.049
CSF5 -5.372± 0.606 0.504± 0.046
CSFBH3 -5.416± 0.604 0.508± 0.046
CSFBH5 -4.735± 0.567 0.455± 0.043
CSFBH2 -4.815± 0.709 0.460± 0.054
Table 4. Best-fit parameters of the mass-temperature relation, log10(T ) =
α+ β log10(MBM), for the same objects of Table 3.
run Mass-Temperature
ID α β
P(Baseline) 2.309± 0.691 0.315± 0.053
Z2 2.521± 0.726 0.301± 0.056
DYN5 2.397± 0.814 0.309± 0.062
DYN7 2.478± 0.800 0.304± 0.061
DYN8 3.123± 0.799 0.254± 0.061
CSF2 2.219± 0.799 0.322± 0.061
CSFB11 1.857± 0.807 0.349± 0.062
CSF5 1.744± 0.903 0.363± 0.069
CSFBH3 1.929± 0.883 0.349± 0.068
CSFBH5 1.695± 0.876 0.369± 0.067
CSFBH2 1.787± 0.767 0.355± 0.059
der observed values (∼ 0.1 − 1 µG). In the vast majority of the
cosmic web, instead, the differences in magnitude and volume fill-
ing factors of magnetic fields can be large. We will analyse such
differences in detail in the following sections.
Table 2 shows the number of filaments identified in the differ-
ent models using the procedure described in Section 2.1. Consid-
ering all masses, the number of detected filaments is highly vari-
Table 5. Best-fit parameters of the mass-cosmic baryon fraction relation,
log10(fb/fb,cosm) = α+ β log10(MBM), for the same objects of Table
3.
run Mass-Baryon Fraction
ID α β
P(Baseline) -0.322± 0.143 0.026± 0.011
Z2 -0.314± 0.118 0.025± 0.009
DYN5 -0.329± 0.223 0.0269± 0.017
DYN7 -0.328± 0.234 0.026± 0.018
DYN8 -0.305± 0.133 0.024± 0.010
CSF2 -0.178± 0.173 0.013± 0.013
CSFB11 -0.170± 0.163 0.013± 0.012
CSF5 -0.003± 0.165 -0.004± 0.012
CSFBH3 -0.046± 0.199 -0.002± 0.015
CSFBH5 -0.153± 0.262 0.005± 0.020
CSFBH2 -0.208± 0.144 0.016± 0.011
Table 6. Best-fit parameters of the mass-mean magnetic field relation,
log10〈|B|〉 = α+ β log10(MBM), for the same objects of Table 3.
run Mass-|〈B〉|
ID α β
P(Baseline) -1.822± 0.734 0.031± 0.0564
Z2 -1.881± 0.642 0.044± 0.049
DYN5 -4.348± 0.705 0.210± 0.054
DYN7 -4.187± 0.694 0.203± 0.053
DYN8 -4.616± 0.827 0.188± 0.063
CSF2 -3.638± 1.516 -0.016± 0.116
CSFB11 -2.690± 0.795 -0.028± 0.061
CSF5 -4.004± 1.158 0.169± 0.089
CSFBH3 -3.110± 1.199 0.073± 0.092
CSFBH5 -2.278± 1.535 -0.003± 0.118
CSFBH2 -3.654± 1.571 0.026± 0.121
Table 7. Best-fit parameters of the mass-maximum magnetic field relation,
log10(Bmax) = α+ β log10(MBM), for the same objects of Table 3.
run Mass-Bmax
ID α β
P(Baseline) -3.177± 0.667 0.201± 0.051
Z2 -3.730± 0.709 0.249± 0.054
DYN5 -5.868± 0.938 0.395± 0.072
DYN7 -5.835± 0.926 0.397± 0.071
DYN8 -7.690± 0.985 0.497± 0.076
CSF2 -4.825± 1.036 0.185± 0.079
CSFB11 -3.723± 0.978 0.142± 0.075
CSF5 -3.725± 0.676 0.256± 0.052
CSFBH3 -3.932± 0.865 0.245± 0.066
CSFBH5 -3.108± 0.720 0.175± 0.055
CSFBH2 -4.593± 1.040 0.207± 0.079
able, due to the influence of small objects strongly affected by
the local physics and the resolution effects. Selecting objects with
MBM > 5 · 1012M the number counts become homogeneous,
with the exception of the models with strong feedback. The feed-
back, contrasting the infall of matter into the forming structures,
leads to a decrease of the total number of filaments.
3.1 Statistical Properties
Similar to our previous works (Gheller et al. 2015, 2016), we stud-
ied the scaling relations of global quantities of the filaments in our
sample as a function of physical variations. For each filament we
have calculated the total gas mass, the filament length, approxi-
mated as the diagonal of the bounding box enclosing the filament
as determined by our filament finder, the average baryon fraction
within each filament (normalised to the cosmic baryon fraction)
and the mass-weighted mean gas temperature and magnetic field
for all our identified objects at z = 0. All quantities are calculated
considering the cells selected by our finder as part of the filament.
Cells at the boundaries are described as variable number of faces
polyhedra, accurately adapting to the complex geometry of the fil-
ament.
Figure 3 gives the scaling relations between the total gas mass
in filaments, the filament length, the baryon fraction within each
filament (normalised to the cosmic baryon fraction) and the mass-
weighted mean gas temperature for all our identified objects at
z = 0. We also give in Tables 3-5 the best fit relations between the
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Figure 3. Scaling relations between the total gas mass in filaments and: a) the filament length (top); the baryon fraction (centre) and the mass-weighted gas
temperature (bottom) for all our identified objects at z = 0.
baryonic mass 3 of filaments and length, temperature and baryon
fraction, using a simple log10(Y ) = α + β log10(X) relation,
whereX = MBM. The same fitting relation, for different quantities
3 As in our previous papers (Gheller et al. 2015, 2016), for the filaments we
use the baryonic rather than the dark matter (or total) mass for our scaling
relations, the latter being affected by non-negligible numerical errors in the
lowest density regions, due to its particle-based representation.
X and Y , will be adopted throughout the paper, fitting parameters
being always referred as α and β.
The same relations have been investigated also in Gheller et al.
(2016). We now extend the analysis investigating the role played by
different thermal and non thermal physical processes on the popu-
lation of cosmic filaments. The lowest mass filaments in our dis-
tributions (6 5 · 1012M) typically present a large scatter in all
scaling relations, which makes our fitting procedure unstable. The
origin of this scatter is twofold. On one hand, the smallest filaments
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Figure 4. Number distribution function of filaments as a function of their
enclosed baryon fraction at z = 0.
can be affected by numerical effects, i.e. the limited numerical res-
olution makes it difficult to properly resolve the properties of the
smallest filaments, their size getting comparable to the numerical
resolution. For these small objects, the gravitational potential is
under-resolved, numerical pressure affects the force balance and
the finite DM mass resolution can introduce spurious graininess
in the mass distribution (and hence in the gravitational potential).
At the same time, small-size filaments are more easily affected
by the random effect of cooling and feedback from halos around
and within them, which introduce an additional strong scatter in
their thermodynamic properties. For example, run CSFBH5, which
presents overall the strongest effect of feedback from star forma-
tion, due to the low threshold density used to form stars, is found to
produce the largest scatter in the temperature, baryon fraction and
magnetic field strength for 6 5 · 1012M filaments. This second
mechanism has a physical origin and changes with the model. The
related dependence of the level of scatter from the baryonic mass,
different for each model, may in principle offer an (observationally
challenging) way of testing magnetic field scenarios in the radio
band, as we discuss in Sec. 5. Here, however, we want to extract
robust estimates of the scaling relations of our objects, in a regime
in which the random impact of single stellar and AGN activity is
reduced, and therefore in the following we discuss our best-fit esti-
mates restricted to MBM > 5 · 1012M filaments.
Our most important findings, shown in Figure 5 and 6 and
listed in Tables 3 to 7, can be summarised as follows.
First, the impact of model variations on the geometric
and baryonic properties of filaments is overall modest, and the
filaments population looks remarkably similar across 4 − 5 orders
of magnitude in mass, despite the variety of investigated physical
setups. The relation between the length of the filaments and their
baryonic mass is always close to L ∝ M0.5BM, consistent with
Gheller et al. (2016), while only modest differences in normalisa-
tion are found between models. As expected, the overall evolution
of the large scale structure of the universe is guided by gravity
and pressure forces, other local physical processes playing only a
minor role. The different physical models analysed in these paper
cannot be disentangled through the study of global geometric or
thermodynamics properties.
Second, the mean gas temperature of all our objects falls
within the expected range for the WHIM: 105 K 6 T 6 107 K.
In models with cooling and feedback, the temperature of fila-
ments with mass MBM ≈ 1014M is a factor ∼ 2 higher than
in non-radiative runs. At the low mass end of the distribution
(1010 − 1011M), cooling and feedback models are a factor ∼ 2
colder. This leads to a relation between gas temperature and bary-
onic mass always steeper for cooling and feedback models com-
pared to non radiative runs (e.g. T ∝ M0.35BM vs T ∝ M0.3BM).
Moreover, we measure a significant scatter in the temperature val-
ues towards the lowest masses as feedback events from neighbour-
ing AGNs or star forming regions (either within filaments or next
to them) affect the thermodynamics of the WHIM, contributing a
significant amount of energy per particle. The long-term effect of
cooling is to trigger thermal and magnetic feedback, that can in-
deed partially affect the WHIM thermodynamics on scales of sev-
eral ∼ Mpc. The relative trend of temperature in filaments simu-
lated with radiative and non radiative setups is qualitatively similar
to our earlier analysis in Gheller et al. (2015). A quantitative com-
parison is challenging due to the different resolution and feedback
scheme (which is here more sophisticated). Comparing our non-
radiative runs to those with the same mass and spatial resolution
presented in in Gheller et al. (2016), we find that the temperature-
mass relation for our baseline model is slightly flatter (T ∝ M0.3BM
vs. T ∝ M0.431BM ). This is connected to the more restrictive mass
range we considered here, MBM > 5 · 1012M, which minimises
the large scatter produced by low mass objects, which are poten-
tially the most affected by numerical effects due to the fixed spatial
and force resolution. We refer to Gheller et al. (2016) for further
discussion on the influence of numerical resolution on the scaling
relations.
Third, the baryon fraction enclosed in filaments dis-
plays in all models a flat relation with gas mass, i.e.
fb/fb,cosm ∝ M (−0.004÷0.03)BM in the > 5 · 1012M mass
range. The normalisation significantly varies across models, with
the tendency of filaments in non-radiative to retain slightly more
baryons in filaments than the cosmic average. In the strongest
feedback models, on the other hand, the average baryon fraction
drops to ∼ 80 − 90% of the cosmic mean. This can be ascribed
to the combined effect of cooling and feedback, that on one
hand condenses more gas from filaments into halos and away
from the WHIM phase, and on the other hand can push baryons
even outside filaments, following strong feedback events (Cen &
Ostriker 2006). Once more, at the low mass end of our distribution
the scatter is large, as already found in Gheller et al. (2016),
again due to a combination of the more extreme effect of AGN
feedback onto small mass systems(e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´
2006), as well as to the limited mass resolution for dark matter.
The number distribution of baryon fraction across our entire
sample is shown in Figure 4. In general, the scatter at high baryon
fraction, typically found in runs with stronger feedback effects,
suggest that large variations due to the AGN-feedback cycle are an
important physical mechanism to vary the baryonic (and possibly
chemical) content of cosmic filaments across the cosmic volume
(Cen & Ostriker 2006; Haider et al. 2016; Martizzi et al. 2018).
Finally, the magnetic properties of the WHIM in filaments
across our sample and for the different models as a function of
the baryonic mass show the most striking differences. Figures 5
and 6 present the scaling relations between the filament’s baryonic
mass and the corresponding maximum and mean (mass-weighted)
magnetic field strength, as well as the number distribution of
magnetic field strength in our runs. The mean magnetic field in
filaments is roughly constant with mass in the high mass range
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Figure 5. Scaling relations between the total gas mass in filaments and the mean mass weighted magnetic field strength (top) or the maximum magnetic field
strength (bottom) for all our identified objects at z = 0.
Figure 6. Number distribution function of filaments as a function of their
average magnetic field at z = 0.
(i.e. 〈|B|〉 ∝ M−0.04÷0.2BM ) with a normalisation dependent on
the seeding model. This is because, without efficient small-scale
dynamo amplification, the average distribution of magnetic fields
in the volume of filaments mainly depends on the input seed field,
modulo the compression factor (Donnert et al. 2009; Vazza et al.
2017). The normalisation in the primordial scenarios investigated
here is ∼ 102 − 103 higher than in the dynamo or astrophysical
scenarios. However, the magnetisation of the largest filaments is
similar, i.e. 〈|B|〉 ∼ 50nG , as an effect of the ∝ M0.2BM scaling
relation. On the other hand, for MBM 6 1012M objects, the
differences are large.
The differences in magnetic fields grow in radiative runs. Such
differences follow from the trend of mean magnetic fields and mat-
ter overdensity (Vazza et al. 2017): the astrophysical seeding scales
with the number of feedback sources in the environment (and the
number of galaxies strongly depends on the size of filaments, e.g.
Gheller et al. 2016). Only for the highest efficiency scenario in-
vestigated here (CSF5, with an assumed SF,b ∼ 10% magnetisa-
tion efficiency from star formation feedback) the magnetisation in
MBM > 5 · 1012M filaments reaches the 〈|B|〉 ∼ 10nG level,
while in the same mass range this is ∼ 0.1 nG for the lowest effi-
ciency models. We observe steeper relations and (obviously) larger
differences in normalisation for the relation between the maximum
magnetic field and the host baryonic mass of filaments, which is
helpful to highlight the presence of rare sub-regions in filaments
where small-scale dynamo amplification can be present at some de-
gree. In this case we observe Bmax ∼ 0.5 µG in the non-radiative
scenarios, and up to∼ 1 µG in the strong feedback scenario CSF5.
While the above trends apply to the statistical properties of the
filaments population in the cosmic volume, in the following Section
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we will focus on their internal properties, in a range of scales that
may in principle be probed by future X-ray or radio observations.
3.2 Resolved properties of filaments
Characterising the trends of thermodynamic and magnetic proper-
ties along the major and minor axis of filaments can yield inter-
esting information on their internal structure, similar to what rou-
tinely done for galaxy clusters. However, filaments have complex
shapes, often tilted, folded and with secondary “branches”, that
pose a number of practical problems while attempting to identify
the “spine” of a filament, making it difficult to compute such pro-
files for a large number of objects (e.g. Gheller et al. 2015).
We have initially focused on a MBM ∼ 7.04 × 1013M
filament that could be identified in all the different simulations,
with a simple enough geometry that allows us to remove sec-
ondary branches. The resulting object, whose isodensity contours
are shown in Figure 7, is suitable for standard profile analy-
sis assuming approximate cylindrical geometry. Fields of inter-
est have been averaged within cylindrical shells at increasing dis-
tance from the filament’s spine. The location of the spine is iden-
tified computing the centre of total mass of horizontal parallel
planes crossing the filament, once this is rotated along the z-axis:
Xs = [
∑
xi · (mgas + mDM)i]/[(mgas + mDM)i] and Ys =
[
∑
yi · (mgas + mDM)i]/[(mgas + mDM)i] for the Xs and Ys
coordinates, respectively.
The calculated profiles are presented in Figure 8 and are
referred to the height, h, defined as the distance of the cylindrical
shell from the filament’s spine on the cutting planes. The cells
associated to halos within the same volume have been removed
(halos appears as white objects embedded in the filament in Figure
7). Small-scale differences in the profiles are likely an effect of the
different time-scales of feedback processes in the different runs,
and they are not considered significant. However, we observe the
tendency of the central gas density and temperature to be higher
in cooling and feedback runs. This is a combined effect of the
slightly enhanced compression of gas onto the filament’s spine
promoted by cooling with the non-gravitational heating effect by
AGN and stellar winds from surrounding halos, which mostly
affect the temperature profile at h > 1.5 Mpc. The velocity
profiles are remarkably similar across the different models, with a
rather constant value comprised between vf ∼ 400 − 600 km/s
at heights bigger than 1 Mpc, and a significant drop towards the
filament’s spine. The temperature is uniform from the spine to
about 2 Mpc at a mean temperature around 106K for most of the
models. At this temperature, the sound speed in the WHIM is
cs ∼ 250 − 300 km/s, which means that gas motions internal to
the filament are transonic, vf/cs ∼ 1.5 − 2 . The magnetic field
profile is extremely flat in all models, and ranges from ∼ 50nG
in primordial and dynamo scenarios, to ∼ 0.01 nG in the CSF2
scenario.
Given the monotonic dependency of the gas density from the
height h, following Gheller et al. (2016), we compute the median
value of the quantities of interest as a function of this variable. In
this way, we can bypass the limitations related to the complex ge-
ometry of the filaments and extend the analysis to a larger number
of objects. Figure 9 gives the 33-66 % range around the median re-
lation of gas temperature, magnetic field strength, velocity module
and baryon fraction for 10 filaments identified in all runs and in the
MBM = 2−5·1013M mass range. In the case of gas temperature,
we used the (〈T 〉,MBM) scaling relations measured in the previous
section which are basically identical in this mass range to normalise
temperatures for different masses, while we leave the normalisation
free to change for all other quantities, considering that the average
magnetic field and the baryon fraction do not show a clear trend
with mass, while the gas overdensity at which filaments form is
always the same and shall not be further renormalized.
We find that the differences between models are overall mild,
and get more pronounced at high enough gas particle number den-
sity (n/〈n〉 > 50), which mark region close to the filament spine
but also close to overdense substructures in the filaments’volume.
These substructures are located where the sources of feedback are,
hence the differences mostly reflects the different impact of feed-
back processes to the WHIM surrounding galaxies in filaments
(see next section). All runs consistently show that in this mass
range the baryon fraction is ∼ 1 − 3 times the cosmic average for
(2 6 n/〈n〉 6 50), regardless of the details of gas physics, while
at higher densities the impact of different physical prescriptions is
large. The (B,n/〈n〉) relation shows instead larger differences at
all overdensities, with a 102 difference at high overdensities, and a
∼ 104 difference in the low density range. This trend is consistent
with the global (B,n/〈n〉) reported in Vazza et al. (2017), although
there, they were referred to the entire distribution of baryons in the
cosmic volume, and not specific to filaments.
4 GALACTIC HALOS IN FILAMENTS
Adopting the selection procedure described in Sec. 2.1, it is pos-
sible to extract over-dense objects tracing the population of halos
within filaments. The adopted overdensity selection criterion uses
the total (dark+gas matter) density. The overdensity threshold to
excise halos is set to the value of agal = 100, which defines halos
undergoing virialization, in line with our previous results in Gheller
et al. (2016). The simulations presented in this paper cannot follow
the internal properties of forming galaxies in a robust way, in partic-
ular at the lowest masses of our halo distribution. Galaxy formation
physics, in fact, is missing in the non-radiative runs and, in general,
the spatial resolution in all the simulations is not sufficient to trust-
worthy resolve the innermost structure of galaxies. However, the
statistical and physical properties of the hosting halos are well re-
solved and described by our approach, as shown in Gheller et al.
(2016), where the same procedure has been adopted to compare the
resulting halo catalogues with the GAMA data (e.g. Alpaslan et al.
2014), reporting a significant degree of similarity between the prop-
erties of the halos identified in our simulations and real galaxies in
the survey. We have also calculated the 3D two-points correlation
function of the halos, presented in Figure 10, that resulted to follow
for all models the expected power law with an exponent averaged
over the different runs β = −1.839± 0.002 in the range 0.1 to 10
Mpc and slightly different normalisations (in arbitrary units), fur-
ther showing that the properties of our halo catalogues are consis-
tent with those expected for galaxies in the standard ΛCDM model.
The similarity of the correlation curves for the different models,
indicates also that the clustering properties of the halos are only
mildly influenced by the different physical setup characterising the
various simulations.
4.1 Statistical properties of the halos in the filaments
The number of halos identified in the different runs is presented
in Table 8. Severely under-sampled objects, with volume smaller
than 23 computational cells, have been removed. The resulting
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Figure 7. Three dimensional rendering of the filament selected for the profiles analysis, coloured by the temperature. Galactic halos are also displayed (white
structures). The filament is extracted from Baseline simulation, but the same object is identified with a similar shape also in all the other models. The right
panel zooms to the top part of the filament to show in more details the halos.
Figure 8. Average trend of gas density (top left), temperature (top right), magnetic field strength (bottom left) and velocity module (bottom right) as a function
of the scale height from the filament spine, the filament in Figure 7, extracted from our simulated models. The shaded areas show the 33-66 % range around
the median relation.
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Figure 9. Average temperature (top left), magnetic field strength (top right), velocity field (lower left) and baryon fraction (lower right) for a sample of 10
filaments in the gas mass range MBM = 2− 5 · 1013M, for all models in the paper. The shaded areas show the 33-66 % range around the median relation.
Table 8. Number of halos identified in the different simulation.
ID Nh
P(Baseline) 1588
Z2 1507
DYN5 1778
DYN7 1757
DYN8 1881
CSF2 1864
CSFB11 1823
CSF5 1992
CSFBH3 1873
CSFBH5 2012
halo masses are typically Mh > 1011M, although few objects
at smaller masses are found. The number of halos tends to be larger
in models with radiative physics, showing that these processes can
favour the process of galaxy formation.
The distributions of the number of halos with given mass and
average temperature (top row), average magnetic field strength and
mean velocity (bottom row) are given in Figure 11. For the mass
function above ∼ 2 · 1011M, the number of objects decreases
with increasing mass. The distributions are rather similar for the
different models. However, models CSF5 and CSFBH5 present a
tail with masses around 1014M. In these runs, the density thresh-
old for star formation is 5 times smaller than in the other runs. This
leads to a more efficient star formation, removing gas pressure sup-
port from within the halos, enhancing the cooling of further gas
onto the halo volume and, finally, increasing the halos gas content.
The sharp drop in the number counts at masses below 1011M is
instead due to the adopted selection criterion, which removes most
of the least massive objects. Also for the temperature, the distribu-
tions follow similar patterns in all the models, with average tem-
peratures between 104.5 and 107.5K. Even when cooling and feed-
back are included in the simulation, they tend to self-regulate, lead-
ing to average temperature whose values are close to those of runs
without any cooling or heating active. Models CSF5 and CSFBH5
show their peculiar behaviour also in the temperature distribution,
in particular at the highest temperatures. Once more, the highly ef-
ficient feedback processes influence the halos properties, leading
to an increase in the energy input in the gas, hence to objects with
temperature higher than in all the other models. Differences among
the runs can be found also at the lowest temperatures. The primor-
dial and dynamo models have halos in a smaller temperature range
compared to the astrophysical models, their thermodynamics being
controlled exclusively by adiabatic compression and shock waves,
that heat all the gas at temperatures between 105 and 107 K. The
models CSF2 and CSFB11 are among the least efficient star feed-
back models and they do not include feedback from supermassive
black holes, hence the associated thermal feedback is smaller than
for the other astrophysical models. At the same time, cooling is ac-
tive, decreasing the temperature of the shocked gas. This results in
overall colder objects compared to all the other runs.
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Figure 10. Three dimensional two-points correlation function in the range
0.1 to 10 Mpc, in arbitrary units, of the halos extracted from the different
runs. 1-σ error bars are shown. The correlation function follows a power law
whose exponent averaged over the different runs is β = −1.839± 0.002,
consistent with that expected for galaxies in the standard ΛCDM model.
The mean magnetic field distributions show remarkable dif-
ferences between the simulations. The two primordial models have
similar trends, with the highest values of the magnetic field peaked
between 10−2 and 10−1µG and with a narrow distribution. The
three dynamo models have a similar shape, with peak between
10−3 and 10−2µG and a broader distribution, encompassing mag-
netic fields from 10−4 to slightly more than 10−1µG. When cool-
ing and feedback are active, the distributions result to be even
broader, with a tail of few objects with magnetic field B< 10−7µG.
The number of halos grows with B until reaching a maximum
which is different for the various models and then it declines,
sharply for the models CSF5 and CSFBH5 and more gently in the
other models. The CSFB11 model is an exception: due to the high
primordial magnetic seed and the low star formation efficiency, its
behaviour is close to that of the dynamo models at a slightly lower
range of |B|. We remark that, while these trends are perfectly in
line with those presented for the filaments, for halos the lack of
resolution and physical details in the description of such overdense
environment hampers any significant small-scale dynamo amplifi-
cation. Our flows within halos in fact, have a magnetic Reynolds
number Rm  100 (defined as the ratio between magnetic in-
duction terms and magnetic diffusivity, i.e. U · L/ηm, where U
is the characteristic flow velocity on the scale L and ηm is the
magnetic diffusivity), which severely prevents the formation of the
small-scale dynamo, at variance with what is commonly accepted
to happen in real galaxies (e.g. Beck et al. 2013; Schleicher et al.
2013; Schober et al. 2013; Rieder & Teyssier 2016; Marinacci et al.
2017).
Finally, the velocity distribution is found to behave similarly in
all models for most of the halos. As expected, the different physics
in the various models does not affect the overall kinematic prop-
erties of the halos. At low velocity values large differences are
present, but the low number statistics does not allow reaching firm
conclusions.
Halo properties, in particular masses, can be correlated to
those of the hosting filaments. The dependence of the total mass,
the length, the average temperature and magnetic field of the fila-
ments from the total mass of embedded halos is shown in Figure
12. All distributions have been fitted with the same power law in-
troduced above. The mass and length distributions become steeper
at masses above M∗TOT,h = 10
13M, hence fitting curves have
been calculated considering both all the masses and only objects
with mass above M∗TOT,h. Since the trends are very similar in all
models, average fitting parameters could be calculated. The results
are presented in Table 9.
The mass of the filaments tends to grow almost linearly with
that of the resident halos. The trend is even closer to linearity when
only high total halo masses are considered. The length of the fil-
aments scales approximately as Lfil ∝ M1/3TOT,h including all ob-
jects, while it tends to scale as ∝ M1/2TOT,h restricting to higher
masses, due to the tendency of bigger filaments to be thinner and
more elongated than the smaller ones. For the mean temperature,
no changes in β with the halo mass are found, with a trend given
by the power law Tfil ∝ M1/3TOT,h at all scales. For the magnetic
field results change significantly with the class of models, with the
same trends we already observed in Figure 5.
The above scaling are consistent with what previously found
with non-radiative simulations in Gheller et al. (2016), confirming
that the total halo mass is trustworthy and effective proxy of the
host filament’s properties.
4.2 Halos and their local environment
The distribution of galaxies naturally provides a clue of how bary-
onic matter is distributed in the cosmic web (e.g. Alpaslan et al.
2014). The overdense and relatively hot environment surrounding
galaxies and the associated halos in filaments is a natural target for
observations. The characterisation of the properties of such envi-
ronment is therefore meaningful in order to study the correlation
between galaxies, the local gas distribution and the overall proper-
ties of the hosting filaments.
In order to identify the galaxies’ local environment, we have
extracted spherical regions centred on each halo, with radius ten
times that of the halo itself. Figure 13 shows the relation of the
properties of the resulting environment volumes and the halos lying
within. In general the properties within and outside of identified
halos are correlated, albeit with a large scatter, exhibiting trends
that, once more, have been fit as log10(Xe) = α + β log10(Xh),
where Xe and Xh are various average quantities calculated for the
environment and for the corresponding halo respectively.
In all models, the average temperature of the external WHIM
(top left panel) scales with the mean halo temperature, with al-
most the same exponent, despite the large scatter. Its value, aver-
aged among the different runs, is β = 0.894 ± 0.029. The av-
erage normalisation is α = 0.547 ± 0.175. Halos result to be at
slightly higher temperature that the surrounding medium, this dif-
ference slowly growing with the halo mass. Similar considerations
can be made for the velocity (bottom left panel), with a compa-
rable spread of the points distribution around the average best fit
curve, with β = 0.742 ± 0.057 and α = 0.620 ± 0.146. The
only exception is the DYN8 model, which has a fitting curve re-
markably different from all the others, showing that, if sufficiently
strong, the magnetic field can affect the dynamical properties of
the gas (e.g. Marinacci & Vogelsberger 2016). In general, these
trends show that halos move consistently with the embedding en-
vironment. Once more, the magnetic field presents peculiar signa-
tures associated with the different physical properties of the various
models, which affects both the normalisation and the scaling. The
fitting parameters α and β are presented in Table 10. In primordial
and dynamo models the magnetic field intensity of both halos and
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Figure 11. Distribution function for total mass, mass weighted average temperature and magnetic field strength and average velocity of halos in filaments in
our runs.
Table 9. Fitting parameters averaged among the different models of the relations presented in Figure 12. The parameter β is the exponent of the fitting power
law, while α is the normalisation. The second and third columns consider all the data, the fourth and fifth only filaments with total mass in halos > 1013M.
Quantity MTOT,h > 1010M MTOT,h > 1013M
α β α β
Mfil 3.153± 0.089 0.818± 0.006 0.843± 0.232 0.995± 0.018
Lfil −3.303± 0.101 0.324± 0.009 −5.751± 0.470 0.509± 0.036
Tfil 1.248± 0.251 0.379± 0.019 1.325± 0.339 0.376± 0.024
their surrounding environment is comprised between 0.0001 and
0.2µG. Halos with the highest magnetic field are embedded in en-
vironments with approximately the same value of |B|. For smaller
values of the halos magnetic field, the environment tends to have
slightly bigger values of |B|, as confirmed by the slope of the fit-
ting curves, always less than one. This trend is even more evident
in astrophysical models, that typically encompass a broader range
of |B|, with both slopes and normalisation significantly lower than
that of primordial and dynamo models. However, halos in astro-
physical models at the lowest values of the magnetic field lies in
environments with an even lower magnetisation.
Finally, the bottom right panel of Figure 13 compares the bary-
onic fraction of the halos to that of their neighbourhood. The en-
closed baryonic fraction in the halos is referred to the hot/warm
gas component, while we do not consider here the mass locked into
stars and SMBH particles. In all the models the baryon fraction
within halos is, as expected, lower than the cosmic average, with
Table 10. Best-fit parameters of the halo to environment magnetic field re-
lation, log10(Be) = α+ β log10(Bh).
run Mass-Length
ID α β
P(Baseline) −0.628± 0.020 0.646± 0.014
Z2 −0.680± 0.018 0.565± 0.014
DYN5 −0.645± 0.025 0.711± 0.012
DYN7 −0.607± 0.024 0.715± 0.012
DYN8 −0.800± 0.032 0.709± 0.012
CSF2 −1.990± 0.047 0.587± 0.010
CSFB11 −1.835± 0.037 0.471± 0.011
CSF5 −1.370± 0.034 0.555± 0.011
CSFBH3 −1.719± 0.042 0.602± 0.011
CSFBH5 −1.545± 0.033 0.520± 0.011
CSFBH2 −1.182± 0.563 0.608± 0.085
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Figure 12. Correlation between the total mass of halos in a filament and filament related quantities in the different models: total mass (top left), length
(top right), mean temperature (bottom left), mean magnetic field (bottom right). All averages are mass weighted. The displayed fitting curves are calculated
considering all the halo masses.
values around ∼ 10− 50% of such average. These values are typi-
cally higher than those for galaxy groups (e.g. Giodini et al. 2009;
Andreon 2010) and galaxies (e.g. Hoekstra et al. 2005; Papaster-
gis et al. 2012; Zaritsky et al. 2014) reported in literature. This is
the effect of the limited spatial resolution combined to our halo
identification procedure, which lead to extract volume significantly
larger than those typical for those kind of objects, including mat-
ter at higher baryon fraction from the local environment, which, in
fact, is found to be at baryon fraction fb/fb,cosm ≈ 1, significantly
higher than that of the halo but also of the overall filament. The gas
matter expelled from the halo enriches the surrounding environ-
ment for all models and at all masses (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´
2006), with a mild trend of the baryonic fraction to increase with
the mass for non-feedback models, since no cooling mechanisms
are present capable of decreasing the gas pressure in the halo, al-
lowing it to fall in the forming object. The scatter around the fitting
curves is large. However, the environmental baryon fraction almost
never gets smaller than fb ≈ 0.5 fb,cosm.
In Figure 14 we analyse the correlation between the halo
masses and the average density (top left panel), temperature (top
right panel), magnetic field (bottom left panel) and baryon frac-
tion (bottom right panel) of the embedding environment. For all
the models the distributions are highly scattered, especially at
low masses. The dispersion tends to decrease for masses above
1013M, where the fitting curves are calculated. Once more, for
all the models the temperature follows similar power laws. The av-
erage fitting parameters (calculated as above) result to be βT =
0.454 ± 0.005, αT = 0.431 ± 0.077. At the highest masses this
relation provides a precise estimate of the temperature dependence
from the halo mass. At lower masses, due to large scatter, it gives a
lower limit of the environmental temperature for a given halo mass.
The density does not show a well defined trend, and in this case the
lower limit is imposed by our filament identification procedure. A
slight trend of the environmental average density to increase with
the halo mass is identifiable, but, due to the large dispersion a clear
behaviour cannot be assessed. The magnetic field shows a clear
increasing trend with the halo mass, which is sharper in astrophys-
ical seeding models compared to primordial models, which also
present larger normalisation. The baryon fraction presents a simi-
lar behaviour, its value slightly growing with the hosted halo mass.
Once more, model CSFBH5 has a much larger scatter of values,
and in general features the lowest baryon fraction values in the ex-
ternal medium, at all given halo masses, due to the extreme feed-
back strength here (which also explains the large values of mag-
netic fields measured external to halos). In this case, the feedback
is capable of expelling a significant fraction of baryons even outside
of the volume of filaments, as already noticed in Figure 3.
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Figure 13. Correlation between halos (subscript h) quantities and their external (subscript e) environment: mass averaged temperature (top left), mass averaged
magnetic field (top right), mean velocity (bottom left), baryon fraction, bottom right.
5 DISCUSSION
While we defer to future work the detailed analysis of the observa-
tional signatures in the X-ray and radio bands of filaments in dif-
ferent physical scenarios, some general trends can be anticipated
based on these new results. Thanks to the wide spectrum of models
available in the Chronos++ suite, in this work we could extensively
compare the effect of different physical processes on the thermo-
dynamics and the magnetic properties of the gas in cosmological
filaments. Based on our extraction procedure, we could separate
three different types of target objects: filaments as a whole, galac-
tic halos within filaments and the local environment where halos
lies.
For all the presented correlations, well defined trends emerge
for the most massive objects (i.e.M∗BM > 5·1012M for filaments
and M∗TOT,h > 1013M for the halos).
For the mass-temperature relation we found only mild differ-
ences among different models, indicating that the final overall ther-
modynamic status of the gas is comparable in all cases, even if
the local effect of heating and cooling can be considerably differ-
ent, as shown by the broad dispersion in the environmental tem-
perature correlated with the mass of the corresponding halos. This
is true considering, both, the dependency of the filament temper-
ature from the total baryonic mass of the filament and from the
total mass of hosted halos. The slope of the various models tends
to decrease for increasing total filament’s gas mass. It remains in-
stead almost uniform at all scales when halo masses are considered.
Small mass filaments show indeed a large scatter in their thermo-
dynamic properties, due to the feedback from galaxies and AGN
around them. These objects will be challenging to observe both in
the soft X-ray band, having T 6 106 K, and in the radio band,
having 〈B〉 ∼ 10−3 ÷ 1 nG (depending on the model). Due to
the large scatter of scaling relations in these objects, robustly con-
straining the thermal and magnetic properties of the WHIM in such
filaments may be possible only with statistics of hundreds of ob-
jects.
The thermal properties of the largest filament
(MBM > 5 · 1012M) do not allow an easy discrimination
between the different scenarios considered in this work. Such
discrimination would be even more challenging for observational
data, due to their inherent large uncertainties. The only relevant
difference between model are found in the high density range
(n/〈n〉 ∼ 102), i.e. close to the central spine of filaments and in
the proximity of halos, where feedback effects are more effective.
On the other hand, no systematic differences among models are
found for the majority of the volume filled by WHIM gas.
Significant differences among models are found when the
magnetic field is considered. In primordial models, where the only
mechanism of amplification of the magnetic field is compression,
the normalisation of the initial seed field has to be set high enough
to get the observed level of magnetisation in galaxy clusters. At
current time, this results in objects with magnetic field of the or-
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Figure 14. Correlation between halo mass and the environmental average quantities: baryonic mass density (in units of the critical mass ρ0, top-left), temper-
ature (top-right), magnetic field strength (bottom-left) and baryon fraction (bottom-right).
der of 10−1µG at all scales. Halos have a slightly higher values of
|B|, while for filaments such value tends to mildly grow with the
baryonic mass. Filaments from dynamo models show a stronger de-
pendency from the mass, with values of |B| ≈ 10−2 ÷ 10−3µG at
low masses, reaching values around 10−1µG at gas masses above
1013M. This follows from the efficiency of the dynamo mecha-
nisms, which increases with the overdensity. A similar dependency
from the mass is shown from the magnetic field in astrophysi-
cal models. At masses below M∗BM , |B| is always smaller than
10−2µG, with values below 10−4µG reached by various models.
Above M∗BM , no more dependence from the mass is shown, and
only the CSF5 models reaches values for |B| close to 10−1µG.
The distinction between dynamo and astrophysical runs is larger
when the local environment is considered, only the CSFBH5 model
showing some overlap with DYN7. For embedded halos with
masses above M∗TOT,h, in all models the dispersion in the values
of |B| is small. Therefore, the local volume hosting massive halos
appears to be a promising target environment to characterise the
mechanisms driving the evolution of magnetic fields in the cosmic
web.
Our results suggest that the magnetic properties of the WHIM
can effectively shed light on the mechanisms behind the evolu-
tion of cosmic filaments. For instance, the combination of the
trend of magnetic fields and volume with filaments’ mass found
in our sample, indicates that the difference in Faraday Rotation
(RM ∝ LLOS ne B, where LLOS is the length of the line of sight
crossing the filament volume) across the filament population varies
by orders of magnitude, if extragalactic magnetic fields are mostly
contributed by galaxy-formation related processes (i.e. in the as-
trophysical scenario). Conversely, the scatter across the population
is expected to the of order ∼ 10, if magnetic fields have a pri-
mordial origin. In this case, in fact, the effect of compression is
rather similar across filaments of very different masses. This ad-
dresses a viable test of magnetogenesis with filaments, provided
that a large number of objects can be detected in the future using the
SKA (Vazza et al. 2018a). Several tens of detected RM are in fact
required to remove the contamination by RM intrinsic to sources
(e.g. Locatelli et al. 2018). While these techniques rely on the sig-
nature by magnetic fields to detect the WHIM, we expect that with
the SKA it should be possible to attempt also a detection of the
coldest gas (∼ 104 K) in the cosmic web using the HI hyperfine
transition, even if the required sensitivity and statistics represent an
even bigger challenge than that for synchrotron and Faraday Rota-
tion studies (e.g. Popping et al. 2015; Horii et al. 2017).
Depending on their true magnetisation level, a signifi-
cant role of filaments in the production of anisotropies in the
propagation of UHECRs in the local Universe can be expected
(Sigl et al. 2003; Dolag et al. 2003; Hackstein et al. 2016, 2018)
even if a level of> 10 nG appears necessary (e.g. Kim et al. 2019).
The baryon fraction results to be higher than in galaxies for
most of the filaments, but in general less than the cosmic value
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in all models at almost all scales, except for the largest masses,
where fb/fb,cosm is of the order of the unity or even bigger. In
low mass objects, we measure a ∼ 5 − 10% significantly larger
baryon fraction in low-mass filaments (MBM 6 1012M) simu-
lated with cooling and feedback compared to non-radiative simula-
tions. This highlights the potential role of AGN feedback and star
winds from surrounding galaxies in expelling gas from their ha-
los onto filaments (e.g. Cen & Ostriker 2006; Haider et al. 2016).
In this case, also metal-rich gas is expected to be deposited in fil-
aments, enriching their composition and boosting their line emis-
sion and absorption signatures (e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2006;
Martizzi et al. 2018). Critical to further explore these features with
numerical simulation is the access to even higher resolution and
more complex chemical networks (e.g. Hummels et al. 2018; Pop-
ping et al. 2019). The analysis of the local volumes hosting halos
shows, despite a large scatter, the tendency of the gas surrounding
galaxies to have a large baryon fraction, often significantly above
the cosmic value. On the contrary, the vast majority of the halos
have 0.1 6 fb/fb,cosm 6 0.5. Differently from the whole fila-
ment, no meaningful differences are found between the different
models. Irrespective to the details of the galaxy formation physics,
the gas in the surrounding environments is fed by the matter ejected
from the corresponding halos, confirming the expectation of metal-
enrichment discussed above.
In agreement with Gheller et al. (2016), we have found several
scaling laws that relates the mass, the length and the temperature of
a filament with the properties of the embedded halos. These scaling
laws have small dispersion with slightly different trends at low and
high (> M∗TOT,h) masses, the latter having a higher slope. These
relations proved to be substantially the same in all models, pro-
viding a general tool to infer the overall properties of a filaments
starting from those of galaxies, useful aid in their detection and
identification. In addition, a sharp lower limit in the temperature of
the WHIM surrounding halos of a given mass has been identified.
Also this information can be exploited to constrain the properties
and help in the detection of the filament’s gas pointing to the neigh-
bourhood of the resident halos.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Cosmic filaments are a fundamental building block of the cosmic
web (e.g. Bond et al. 1996; Dave´ et al. 2001; Cautun et al. 2014;
Martizzi et al. 2018) and potentially outstanding instruments to
access the past evolution of cosmic gas, preserving traces of the
fundamental processes which took place several Gyr in the past,
from the enrichment of complex chemical elements and metals
(e.g. Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2006; Smith et al. 2011; Nicastro
2016), to the injection and evolution of non-thermal particles
in large-scale structures(e.g. Pfrommer et al. 2007; Vazza et al.
2014b), to the seeding and dynamo amplification of extragalactic
magnetic fields (e.g. Ryu et al. 2008; Vazza et al. 2014a; Marinacci
et al. 2015).
In this new work, thanks to a large statistics of cosmological
simulation, we accomplished an extensive survey the thermal and
non-thermal properties of filaments in the cosmic web.
In the following summary we list those characteristics that can
be considered robust predictions of our simulations. We start from
those properties that show only a weak dependency on the investi-
gated variations of baryonic physics or magnetic field seeding sce-
nario:
• the global structural properties of filaments (in particular their
length, mass and average temperature);
• the global baryon fraction enclosed within the filaments vol-
ume;
• the average profiles of gas and dark matter, temperature and
baryon fraction with respect to the central axis of filaments in the
> 1013M mass range;
• the mass, temperature and velocity distribution of galaxy halos
in filaments, as well as the clustering properties, as shown by the
3D 2-points correlation function of halos within filaments;
• the temperature and velocity of the halos, which are consistent
with the environment in which they live. In particular the velocity
of the halos traces the velocity of the fluid;
• the baryon fraction, for which different values, significantly
smaller than the unity in halos, of the order of the cosmic value
or even larger for the local halo’s environment and slightly smaller
than one in the rest of the filament, can be identified.
Our study highlighted also several properties which appear to
significantly depend on the assumed baryonic physics or magnetic
physical models:
• the T ∝ Mαfil,BM relation is steeper in radiative runs with
feedback, compared to non-radiative runs (i.e. α ≈ 0.35 vs α ≈
0.3), and the most massive filaments are on average a factor ∼ 2
hotter if feedback from galaxies and AGN is active. Differences
between models are smaller when the total halo mass (instead of the
total baryonic mass) is considered. In this case the relation appears
to be bi-modal with the slope becoming higher above 1013M;
• the relation between the mass and the mean magnetic fields of
filaments hugely varies in slope and normalisation if different seed-
ing scenarios are assumed: BM ∝M0.15fil,BM in primordial models,
BM ∝ M0.4fil,BM in dynamo models and BM ∝ M1.8fil,BM in as-
trophysical seeding models. Similar differences are found consid-
ering the halo mass. Galactic halos present a larger scatter in their
magnetic fields in astrophysical seeding models, as well as larger
variations with respect to their environment;
• the velocity profile and the magnetic field profile with respect
to the central axis of filaments in the > 1013M mass range is
different in the different scenarios. Feedback produces a flatter ve-
locity profile out to ∼ 4 Mpc from the axis of filaments due to
outflows, while the magnetic field profile in astrophysical seeding
models significantly drops for > 2 Mpc from the filaments’ central
axis, due to the scarcity of magnetisation sources.
While this study attempted an exhaustive study of the large-
scale properties of filaments in the cosmic web, based on the most
complete to date suite of physical variations of WHIM, a natural
(yet challenging) follow-up is represented by the access to a higher
spatial and mass resolution, besides the adoption of more sophis-
ticated and accurate description of the physics underlying the evo-
lution of cosmic filaments and galactic halos. This will allow us to
include and probe galaxy formation processes, providing a direct
link between galaxies and the large scale distribution of the gas.
Furthermore, our current results will be extended in order to
investigate in details how the properties of filaments maps to ob-
servables, in particular in radio, potentially detectable by the com-
ing generations of radiotelescopes, focusing on synchrotron and HI
emission and Faraday Rotation measurements. In addition other
interesting phenomena, like the potential impact of filaments on
UHECRs emission, can be subject of additional in-depth analysis.
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APPENDIX A: SUB-GRID MODELS FOR GALAXY
FORMATION PHYSICS
Our runs adopts the Kravtsov (2003) star formation model imple-
mented in ENZO, with a few ad-hoc modifications to better perform
in large unigrid simulations. Star forming particles (actually stellar
populations) in ENZO are formed on the fly whenever specific gas
conditions are met in cells (Bryan et al. 2014). Following Kravtsov
(2003), four criteria must be met to form a star particle: a) the gas
in the cell must exceed a threshold density, n > n∗; b) the cell is
part of a converging flow (∇ · ~v < 0); c) the local cooling time is
smaller than the dynamical timescale (tcool 6 t∗); d) the baryonic
mass is larger than the minimum star mass (mb = ρ∆x3 > m∗ ).
When all these conditions are met in one cell, ENZO forms at run-
time a stellar particle with a mass m∗ = mb∆t/t∗, where ∆t is
the timestep.
Stars can also return thermal energy, gas mass and metals
back into the surrounding gas. The feedback from each star parti-
cle (coming from supernovae explosions) depends on the assumed
fractions of energy/momentum/mass ejected per each formed star
particles, ESN = SFm∗c2. In our runs and considering the res-
olution at which we work, the feedback energy is entirely released
as thermal (i.e. hot supernovae-driven winds), which generally pro-
motes pressure-driven winds around stellar particles (vwind ∼ 10−
102 km/s). Given the relatively large time steps in our simulations
(∆t ≈ 5− 10 Myr at low redshift) we decided to model the feed-
back effect in the same timestep in which each stellar particle form,
in an instantaneous recycling assumption, which bypasses unnec-
essary particle-to grid loops that kills the performances for large
unigrid simulations. The Kravtsov (2003) model is suitable for uni-
form grid simulations and has been designed to reproduce the ob-
served Kennicutt’s law (Kennicutt 1998). In Vazza et al. (2017) we
have further shown how in our runs it can well reproduce the ob-
served cosmic star formation history, compiled from infrared and
ultraviolet observations by Madau & Dickinson (2014), if an ap-
propriate set of model parameters is set (see Table 1).
In the CHRONOS++ suite we also modified ENZO to support
the injection of the magnetic fields by stars, introducing magnetic
dipoles at each feedback episode. The dipoles are randomly ori-
ented along one of the simulation axis. The total injected energy
scales with the feedback thermal energy, i.e. Eb,SN = SF,b ·ESN.
For the subset of simulations presented in this work, we used
SF,b ∼ 1 − 10% (see Table 1). We notice that the combina-
tion of spatial and mass resolution (∆x = 83.3 kpc and mDM =
6.19 · 107M, respectively) should quench the formation of galax-
ies at the low mass end 6 108M, and therefore our runs still
lacks a contributor to the cosmic star formation rate (e.g. Genel
et al. 2014). However, the contribution to both the chemical, ther-
mal and magnetic enrichment of the intergalactic medium by the
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implemented feedback from ∼ 1010 − 1011M galaxies is well
resolved and is expected to dominate in the full cosmic volume
(e.g. Samui et al. 2017).
The injection, growth and feedback from supermassive black
holes (SMBH) on the surrounding cosmic gas has been included as
well, implemented with few modifications on top of existing ENZO
routines, based on Kim et al. (2011). Unlike star forming particles,
SMBH particles in ENZO must be seeded at a given redshift (we
chose z = 4 in all runs) with an initial mass (MBH = 104M
in our case), and from that moment on, they are advected at run
time (similar to dark matter particles as well as star particles, they
are assumed to be collisionless and only subject to the local grav-
ity acceleration) grow in mass and produce feedback events. We
assumed for each SMBH a Bondi-Hoyle accretion rate, with the
additional model assumptions (motivated by the low resolution), as
in Table 1: a) the gas accretes onto SMBH assuming a fixed tem-
perature of 3 · 105K ; b) the Bondi accretion rate gets boosted by a
factor αBondi = 102−103 if the gas density which can be resolved
around each SMBH is too low.
SMBH particles release thermal energy to the surround-
ing gas with an efficiency BH = ∆Mc2∆t/EBH, ∆M be-
ing the accreted gas mass and EBH being the feedback energy.
We have implemented the release of magnetic feedback energy
from SMBH in ENZO in the form of magnetic dipoles, assuming
Eb,AGN = b,AGNEBH. In this paper we explored values in the
range b,AGN = 1 − 10%. Our tests in Vazza et al. (2017) show
that such treatment of SMBH and associated feedback (combined
with star formation) is reasonably capable of modifying the mass-
temperature scaling relations of galaxy groups and clusters, in the
1013M 6 M 6 1015M mass range, towards X-ray observa-
tions (Reichert et al. 2011; Eckmiller et al. 2011), by increasing the
typical temperature ofM500 6 1014M systems in a realistic way.
APPENDIX B: SUB-GRID MODELS FOR MAGNETIC
DYNAMO AMPLIFICATION
Our run-time implementation of a sub-grid (SG) model for small-
scale magnetic dynamo in ENZO attempts to compute the maximal
energy that can be channelled into magnetic fields, based on the
dissipation of solenoidal turbulent motions that we can measure
at run-time in the simulation. This is done in order to bracket, at
least in as set of ad-hoc models, the maximum effect of turbulent
dynamo amplification on scales that our simulation cannot resolve,
and that will probably remain challenging to resolve for a long
time (e.g. Donnert et al. 2018). Our extended resolution studies on
magnetic amplification in filaments (Vazza et al. 2014a) tend to
exclude the possibility of a significant development of a volume
filling dynamo in filaments, induced by the decay of fast and
supersonic turbulent motions measured there. However, our simple
MHD view cannot exclude that in real plasmas “microscopic”
small-scale instabilities arising from kinetic plasma effects (e.g.
Mogavero & Schekochihin 2014, for a review) can further am-
plify the field, starting from sub-kpc scales, even if there are
presently no observational reason to think this is the case. The
maximum energy that can be channelled into magnetic fields
during a root-grid timestep, ∆t (∼ 10 Myr) is of the order of
EB,dyn = dyn(M)Fturb∆t, where Fturb ' ηtρ3ω/L is the
turbulent kinetic energy flux, with ω = (∇ × ~v)2 is the flow
enstrophy which we measure at run-time on a L = 3 cells stencil,
while ηt is the estimated dissipation rate onto magnetic fields,
which must be guessed or calibrated based on other simulations
(Jones et al. 2011; Porter et al. 2015; Beresnyak & Miniati 2016;
Vazza et al. 2017; Wittor et al. 2017a).
In our runs we adopted a general approach in which ηt can
scale with the local plasma parameters, as its value can critically
change going from the sub-sonic to the supersonic regime (Ryu
et al. 2008), based on Federrath et al. (2014), who simulated small-
scale dynamo in a variety of conditions. We could estimate the satu-
ration level and the typical growth time of magnetic fields as a func-
tion of the local turbulent Mach number of the flow,Mturb. In par-
ticular, dyn = d(Mturb) can be approximated as d(Mturb) ≈
(EB/Ek)Γ∆t, where EB/Ek is the estimated ratio between mag-
netic and kinetic energy at saturation, and Γ is the typical growth
rate, which we both take from Federrath et al. (2014) as a function
of the flow Mach number. Once we have computed the amplified
magnetic energy, EB,dyn, we can generate at run-time a magnetic
field vector, ~δB, to be added to the already existing field, imposing
it to be parallel to the local direction of the gas vorticity, so that
the new generated field is also solenoidal by construction. A corre-
sponding budget in kinetic energy is removed from cells. Momen-
tum is subtracted assuming an isotropic dissipation of the small-
scale velocity vectors. Our procedure is manifestly simpler than
more sophisticated SG models on the market (Grete et al. 2016)
and the resulting topology of magnetic fields is not consistently at-
tached to the underlying turbulent flow. However, the overall energy
budget in amplified magnetic fields well matches the prediction de-
rived in other works (e.g. Ryu et al. 2008) and is overall suitable to
bracket the (possible) amplification of magnetic fields in the WHIM
under extreme conditions. In our CHRONOS++ suite (Vazza et al.
2017) and in the simulation presented here (see Table 1) we ex-
plored a few variations in the amplitude of seed fields before the
dynamo acts, as well as in the normalisation of the d(Mturb) dy-
namo efficiency, finding only mild differences.
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